Flexible Resourcing
Business Process Outsourcing

Talented people are the main drivers
behind all successful organisations,
although finding the right people for
the job can be a difficult, demanding task.
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SCC’s flexible resourcing helps your business become
more agile, providing a faster access to a trusted pool of
UK IT professionals. We can provide you with temporary
contract staff who complement your existing teams or
permanent search and selection services.
With flexible resourcing, organisations can combine a
core group of permanent staff with a highly specialist
team who can bring huge benefits to your operations.
Through mentorship and training, flexible resourcing
helps with much-needed experience and technical
knowledge. Similarly, experienced temporary staff
can implement transformation strategies that help
you achieve your goals, while ensuring costs and
other overheads are kept to a minimum.

SCC’s Flexible Resourcing

Key Features

Through our flexible resourcing service, SCC can
enhance your internal skills, deploy new technologies,
or provide additional manpower to cope with overflow
or seasonal demand.

•

Rapid response to urgent short-term
resourcing needs

•

Building and scheduling project road maps

•

Working as a trusted partner for all resource
requirements

•

Specialising in ‘hard to source’ talent

•

Giving you access to a UK-wide network of SCC
professionals and associates

•

Transparent costs across the short and long term

•

Consolidating all your external contractor suppliers
into one proven service

•

A team of seasoned recruitment professionals to
aid with creating the right solution for our clients

•

Skill Gap Analysis – workforce planning.

Our flexible resourcing team have more than 40 years’
experience in IT recruitment, providing the highest calibre
of multi-disciplined resources across private and publicsector clients, ensuring you achieve your strategic aims.
SCC can respond rapidly to urgent short-term resourcing
needs with a typical turnaround of between 48 and 72
hours from receiving customer instructions to contracts.
We provide you with a clear, known cost, with our
resources charged either on a time and materials basis
under an agreed schedule of work for a set term, or on
a call-off basis to deliver a clear set of outputs that could
range from several days to several years.
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•

Heritage – 40 years of IT Technology recruitment

•

Knowledge – successful internal collaborative
model replicated for our clients

•

Innovation – new knowledge and fresh ideas
based on experiences outside the organisation

•

Fit for Purpose – from our trusted pool of IT
professionals before engaging with the 		
wider network

•

Augmented Service – tailored to your needs

•

Account Manager – dedicated to you at all times

•

Delivery Team – making engagement easy and fast

•

Quality Assured
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Why choose SCC as a partner?
SCC’s years of recruitment and technology experience sets
us apart from all the competition. Our team helps you to
recruit the right people at the right time, as and when you
need them. As the recruitment division of SCC – Europe’s
biggest independent IT services business – it’s what we do
every day. It’s our deep understanding of your business,
the technical challenges and diverse roles that positions
us as the right recruitment partner for you.

------

Cifas
Financial Probity
Work To Right Checks
Validate Security Clearance
Certifications / Accreditations.

We can help you handle the peaks and troughs of demand,
whether this be project related, business as usual activity
or a general skills gap shortage.
By using our flexible resourcing services, we help you
overcome problems by offering a more personalised
service that can be tailored to your specific needs; we
know that one size does not fit all.

All enquiries : online@scc.com
Further info : scc.com/bpo
Call our team : 0121 766 7000

